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ABES is the Bibliographic Agency for French HE and Research.
ABES is located in Montpellier and employing over 70 staff
The team comprises mainly library specialists and IT professionals.
ABES'S current missions
- Shared cataloging and union catalogs
- Normalization
- National registration of digital dissertations
- Bibliographic support of academic institutions
- Shared orders of current electronic resources
- National licensing of electronic resources
- National applications for academic Library
Shared cataloging and union catalogs

- This mission involves directly 157 academic institutions and 1450 academic libraries (SUDOC network)
- This mission involves indirectly, through 32 of the previous academic institutions, 2000 public or private libraries for printed serials (SUDOC-PS network)  
  http://www.sudoc.abes.fr
- Two smaller catalogs are dedicated to special collections, the main one to manuscripts and archive, the second one to digitized collections  
  http://www.calames.abes.fr
Normalized

• ABES has always been playing a current normalization role in the SUDOC networks and has always been participating to national and international normalization groups with BnF (National Library)
  http://documentation.abes.fr/sudoc/

• Since 2010 the HE ministry officially entrusted ABES with this mission

• ABES is collaborating with BnF in a national workgroup "RDA en France" and a "Comité stratégique bibliographique“. These are the main strategic activities.
  http://rda-en-france.enssib.fr/

• ABES and BnF are EURIG members
National registration of digital dissertations

- SUDOC catalog has always been the national catalog for academic dissertations
- Since 2007 the mission has been widened to national registration of digital dissertations
- Two specific applications were developed
  - STEP for dissertations in progress
  - STAR for validated dissertations
- A third specific application was developed for searching digital and printed dissertations (theses.fr)
- theses.fr is an FRBR application against the SUDOC catalog

http://theses.fr
Bibliographic support of academic institutions

- Support of the national cataloging guide for SUDOC (see normalization)
- Daily deliveries of bibliographic and authorities records to over 150 local ILS
- Record extractions either on demand or as DIY
- Automatic location of different materials, mainly printed monographs and e-books.
- The institutions are asking ABES more services, especially for electronic resources management
- The next generation ILS project partly originated from these questions
Le réseau Sudoc: 18 SIGB, 153 systèmes

Nombre d'établissements
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Shared orders of current electronic resources

- Since 2004 ABES has been working with French consortium Couperin
- Couperin is a collaborative network which negotiates for its 200 members licensing agreements with ER vendors [http://www.couperin.org](http://www.couperin.org)
- Couperin manages only negotiations, not orders
- ABES coordinates 10 group orders for major resources
  - Elsevier science direct, 122 institutions
  - Cairn, 90 institutions
  - JSTOR, 90 institutions
  - Dalloz, 70 institutions
  - ...
This new mission is linked to the creation of a national board called BSN (Digital scientific library). See further “ABES’s management plan 2012-2015”

Since 2010 the BSN has entrusted ABES with the task of national licenses acquisition in collaboration with Couperin and INIST-CNRS (Institute for Scientific and Technical Information of the National Research Center)

The first resources licensed are the acquisition of digitized corpuses (EEBO, ECCO, Garnier dictionaries), electronic archive of serials and e-books (Springer) http://licencesnationales.fr

Besides ABES is involved with INIST-CNRS and CPU (university presidents board) in the ISTEX project. The purpose is the implementation of a national hosting platform with value-added services for research and it includes ER acquisitions. http://www.istex.fr

In ISTEX project, ABES is negotiating and buying the content, and focused on referencing and metadata enrichment, while INIST is in charge of the full text processing
The IT team manages the SUDOC applications driven by an OCLC software called CBS

The IT team also developed several applications

– the ones completely new: manuscripts catalog, authorities web server, digital dissertations national registration, dissertations search

– the others adding SUDOC functionalities: automatic extraction of metadata for local purpose, automatic update of holdings, graphic check of serial collections, web cataloging of holdings

Two new applications are planned

– a metadata hub - This application uses semantic web technology in order to improve metadata corpuses from any source or format and to widely deliver the result under any format. A prototype was successfully run with 5 different corpuses. Originated from the ISTEX project, the hub purpose is wider.

– a national knowledge base and link resolver - ABES is in contact with KB+ and GOKb teams. There is a current discussion with institutions delegates in order to precisely define the purpose and a prototype should be run before the end of the year.

– These two new applications are linked to the next gen ILS project.
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ABES’s strategy
the management plan 2012-2015

• Changing the governance
• Referencing of electronic resources
• Electronic resources acquisition
• Proposal of a shared ILS solution
• Referencing of patrimonial collections with a focus on images and digitized collections.
• Referencing of printed serials with a focus on shared conservation plans
Changing the governance

• For years ABES has been depending on the HE ministry

• ABES is now more autonomous and should mainly collaborate with different national institutions: HE ministry, Research national center (CNRS), National Library (BnF, Culture ministry)

• The change in governance is linked to a new law in 2007 for universities autonomy and the creation in 2009 of a national steering board called BSN (digital scientific library) coordinating different national operators for common projects

http://www.bibliothequescientifiquenumerique.fr/
Referencing electronic resources

• The goals are
  – Providing the final users with an article level access
  – Providing the professional users with a national cartography of licensing

• A study was done whose the two main conclusions are
  – That the discovery tools should remain at local level (maybe through the shared ILS project)
  – That at national level the implementation of a knowledge base (KB+LR) is less expensive and more useful than a DT

• The study points out the links between the KB+LR project, the hub metadata project and the shared ILS project
Cohesive development of components of national library infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Development Prototype Metadata Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Set-up and prototype national KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Further development of National Knowledgebase data collection - at a national level (Couperin, French HE libraries) - at an international level (GOKb participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>ABES Discovery study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Prototype National Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Further development of national locator service and its implementation in discovery systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cloud strategy:
- Development functional specifications for ILS in the cloud
- Tender & selection
- Pilot group of HE libraries implement ILS in the cloud

National licenses:
- Selection content for national licenses
- Development ISTEX platform for national licenses
- Implementation ISTEX platform

Clear perspective on further migration to the cloud with regard to:
- Other HE libraries
- Knowledgebase
- Locator service
- SUDOC
- A national discovery system in the cloud
The shared ILS project

• The shared ILS project has been discussed since 2011

• The first idea was to save money by implementing an heritage ILS downloading bibliographic and authority records from SUDOC in the current way

• The ER management and discovery issues quickly oriented the project towards next generation offers

• The next gen offers raised a new question : should we move to a new library platform not only the local systems but also the whole SUDOC catalog (production and consultation)

• A project manager was appointed in April 2012 and worked with a steering committee and a technical committee made of academic institutions delegates.
The impact study

In April 2013 the ABES and committees work resulted in an "impact study“

For institutions the study pointed out that
– the new system could bring a big improvement of local systems
– but it would be a big change for the local teams
– there is a risk of vendor lock-in with a "all in one" system including data

For ABES the study pointed out that
– the SUDOC catalog is complex with different data levels and many workflows with other applications
– it uses national cataloging rules, specific holdings fields and Unimarc links. Moving to international RDA rules would bring no improvement
– the IT team manages and develops applications on its own platform and moving to a proprietary cloud platform is a big challenge

Therefore the study recommended to keep a mirroring database of the national data updated in the cloud system, in order to guarantee their control and the national workflows with other applications and partners
The three scenarios

- The impact study submitted three scenarios for moving local and national applications to an international library platform. Every scenario includes a first pilot step with some volunteer institutions.

- The first scenario involves that after the first pilot step the SUDOC is immediately transferred to the same platform.

- The second scenario is a "if" one:
  - moving the local systems of pilot institutions to the same platform
  - checking that this platform is able to manage SUDOC shared cataloging and union catalog
  - if so, moving the SUDOC to the same platform
  - else keeping SUDOC as a national application to be separately changed

- The third scenario involves:
  - keeping and developing national services (shared cataloging, union catalog, KB/LR) separated from any platform
  - every institution is free to choose its own platform
  - ABES supports institutions for moving their local system to the chosen platform and develops APIs in order to get the best workflow between the platforms and the national services.
The scenario choice and conclusion

• In May 2013, the SUDOC network thoroughly discussed the scenarios and the ABES board chose the second scenario.

• The ABES scientific board and some institutions claimed for a clear separation between local systems in the cloud and national services (scenario 3).

• Most of the institutions interested in local cloud services claimed for a strong ABES’s support and thought that scenario 1-2 guaranteed it.

• Regardless of the result of scenario 2, either both national and local services on the same platform or not, it looks like using a library platform doesn’t necessarily involve a lower consortium need.

• The institutions are expecting consortium support at least for:
  – Integrating platform services to local system: financial and authentication systems, institution web site and intranet, circulation devices, stack and seat control.
  – Migrating library data to the cloud, controlling library data in the cloud, improving publisher metadata, helping to French data integration (law publishers, national licenses).
  – Controlling costs.
Timetable of Shared ILS project - June 2013

- Deepening of competitive dialogue rules
- Meeting with academic library association (ADBU) and pilot library applicants
- Call for tenders for a study of cataloging goals and metadata future
- Choice of study consultant
- Choice of pilot libraries
- Choice of network delegates for the cataloging study et the pilot libraries group
- Cataloging study and pilot libraries group
- First results presentation to Board
- Steering committee and Board advices
- Call for tenders
- Choice of applicants for competitive dialogue
- First competitive dialogue about local services and global fit with SUDOC national services
- Vendor choice
- Migrating pilot libraries systems to the new platform
- Second competitive dialogue in order to migrate SUDOC services to the new platform
- If the platform cannot replace the SUDOC services, workflow improvement between current SUDOC and platform
• More details on Shared ILS project
  http://sgbm.abes.fr
  http://delicious.com/sgbm
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